Transition Cambridge Steering Group-Minutes of meeting held 27th May 2009

Present: Anna (chair), Rob, Nicky, James, Ceri, Jono, Naveen (minutes)

Apologies: Irma

1) Strawberry Fair:
Naveen's car is transport vehicle
Anna, Jono and Naveen will be meeting at last years spot at 9am on saturday to set up everything,
James, Irma and Nicky will be joining when they can...possibly other people might come along to support us
Naveen and Jono will bring gazebo, display, table, chairs, books
Nicky to bring tee shirts
Anna to bring open space invitation, plants to give away?
James to bring transition program (or pass on to someone?)
Rob put together the program for tavern already, maybe modify it

2) Tavern
Rob has prepared everything for the Tavern,
James will give a little talk: what is Transition
Martin and Nicola will introduce the Food group, Corinna the Wellbeing group,
Jono Energy Group and Anna Storytelling...

3) Environment Festival
Everyone to respond to James's email about tasks and schedules!
Ceri and Anna will sort out the Rosie Cox talk
We need more peeps for Arbury Carnival

4) Open Space will go ahead on 5th of July at Romsey Mill, from 2.30pm to 5pm
Anna to book,
Jono, Naveen help with practical stuff
Corinna to help with running it?

5) Transition Training 5/6th of September
£100.- person
Nicky to look into more funding with co-op, sustainable cities
Nicky, Ceri, Anna to champion it

6) 350 day
Jono suggests we get all Cambridge enviromental groups together on Oct 24 to have a big party?
Rob and Jono to compose email and look for groups organisations to take part in Cambridge
7) Naveen to look into Caravan to Copenhagen

8) 7th June BBQ at Jono and Naveen's for Steering group and friends/family and possible new members

9) Format of meetings to be looked at, we want to create more space to share our thoughts

10) Rob will respond to Andrew Poulter